Physicians’ Perceptions and Expectations of an Artificial Intelligence-Based Clinical Decision Support System in Cancer Care in an Underserved Setting
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Abstract

Objectives Artificial intelligence (AI) tools are being increasingly incorporated into health care. However, few studies have evaluated users’ expectations of such tools, prior to implementation, specifically in an underserved setting.

Methods We conducted a qualitative research study employing semistructured interviews of physicians at The Instituto do Câncer do Ceará, Fortaleza, Brazil. The interview guide focused on anticipated, perceived benefits and challenges of using an AI-based clinical decision support system tool, Watson for Oncology. We recruited physician oncologists, working full or part-time, without prior experience with any AI-based tool. The interviews were taped and transcribed in Portuguese and then translated into English. Thematic analysis using the constant comparative approach was performed.
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Introduction
The use of artificial intelligence (AI) based on machine learning, natural language processing, and expert systems has accelerated in the health care domain. AI-based applications have been developed for a wide variety of areas ranging from public health and epidemiology to more specialized care such as mental health, cardiovascular medicine, radiology, and genomics research. AI tools are currently being designed for use in many targeted health care applications, such as diagnostics, care coordination, patient monitoring, and clinical decision support systems (CDSS).

According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, CDSS are software tools that utilize data to provide prompts and reminders to assist health care providers in implementing evidence-based clinical guidelines at the point of care. CDSS facilitate clinicians with informed decision-making about patients by providing timely information, usually at the point of care. AI-based CDSS has gained much attention in recent years. Earlier studies have shown that CDSS helps in rendering higher-quality health care, resulting in more effective and improved patient outcomes. Amalgamation of AI into CDSS has furthered the growth of medicine by enhancing humans’ analytic capabilities. The application of such technologies in managing care delivery for various health conditions and at different phases has shown promising outcomes. They have been increasingly incorporated into complex and rapidly evolving disciplines, including oncology.

Optimal adoption and integration of CDSSs require ongoing evaluation of their usability, workflow integration, and user satisfaction in real-world settings where they are intended for use.

To the best of our knowledge, there are few studies that have evaluated perceived expectations of AI CDSS from the viewpoint of their actual users, especially in underserved settings. In one of the published studies, the utility of CDSS in treatment selection for depression as perceived by physicians was evaluated. In another research study, pharmacists’ perceptions of a machine learning model for the identification of atypical medication orders were studied. There are a few other studies, conducted in economically advanced countries, in which the primary objective was to understand how health professionals perceive amalgamation of AI in their practices and what influences their views. However, none of these studies looked at the anticipated perception of future users of technology, especially in underserved settings, the main aim of this innovative study.

To maximize the benefits that an AI-based tool technology could offer, it is imperative that we understand the expectations of prospective users and experiences of actual users and patient populations across all potential use settings, including marginalized communities and resource-poor countries.

Objectives
The objective of this study was to evaluate expectations of physicians who were naïve to the use of AI in cancer care in an underresourced setting. Additionally, the study aimed to identify multilevel factors that could impede or support the use of an AI tool in cancer treatment in such settings.

Methods
Study Setting
The study employed a qualitative research design using semistructured interviews to investigate physicians’ perceptions and expectations regarding the future use of the Watson for Oncology (WfO) AI system in an underserved setting.

IBM’s WfO is an AI-based CDSS used for oncology treatment selection that provides ranked, evidence-based therapeutic options to oncologists for consideration. The tool is

Results
Eleven oncologists participated in the study. The following overarching themes and subthemes emerged from the analysis of interview transcripts: theme-1, “general context” including (1) current setting, workload, and patient population and (2) existing challenges in cancer treatment, and theme-2, “perceptions around the potential use of an AI-based tool,” including (1) perceived benefits and (2) perceived challenges. Physicians expected that the implementation of an AI-based tool would result in easy access to the latest clinical recommendations, facilitate standardized cancer care, and allow it to be delivered with greater confidence and efficiency. Participants had several concerns such as availability of innovative treatments in resource-poor settings, treatment acceptance, trust, physician autonomy, and workflow disruptions.

Conclusion
This study provides physicians’ anticipated perspectives, both benefits and challenges, about the use of an AI-based tool in cancer treatment in a resource-limited setting.
trained by the Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center (MSKCC) through learnings from test cases and experts utilizing recommendations that are consistent with established guidelines and published evidence. All the information input is verified by the oncologists at MSKCC, and WfO data are updated to the latest information every 1 to 2 months. WfO currently supports 13 common cancer types and is available in seven languages to serve 15 countries worldwide. WfO has been implemented in hospitals around the world and has been used in the training of junior physicians and fellows, for communicating during multidisciplinary team meetings, and in supporting physicians in the decision-making process.

The setting of the study was the Instituto do Câncer do Ceará (ICC) in Fortaleza in northeastern Brazil. The cancer center serves over half of the population of patients in the statewide region of Ceará which has nine million residents. The State of Ceará constitutes an underserved setting in Brazil with a high proportion of poverty (70%) in contrast to the southeastern part of Brazil with 23%. Approximately, 37% of the population has low literacy and poor health indicators, especially for infant mortality, immunizations, and infectious diseases.

With the aid of local research personnel, we recruited a convenience sample of 11 physicians at ICC who provided patient care for the cancers that WfO covers (breast, prostate, cervical, gastric, lung, thyroid, colon, and rectal). At the time of study enrollment, these 11 physicians had never used WfO. Our sample excluded physicians who have ever used WfO or were not sure if they have ever used WfO.

### Interview Guide

A semistructured interview guide was developed to collect data from physicians pertaining to their viewpoints on using an AI-based tool system like WfO. The interview guide consisted of 19 open-ended questions grouped into five sections that covered the topics of job role overview, patient population at ICC, perceived ease of use and usefulness of WfO, perceived productivity and efficiency of using WfO, and other comments. Demographic information was collected at the end of the guide. The full interview guide in English is provided in Supplementary Appendix A (available in the online version). The interview guide was translated into Portuguese (the local language) for data collection.

Local qualitative researchers at ICC (C.M. and A.M.) conducted the individual, face-to-face, semistructured interviews in Portuguese. All the data were audio recorded on an HIPAA compliant portable device. Study participants provided written informed consent prior to interview. For data privacy purposes, study participants were assigned unique identification numbers, and interviews were deidentified prior to analysis. This study was approved by the local ICC Institutional Review Board.

### Data Analysis

Interviews were first transcribed, deidentified, and then translated into English by a translation agency with expertise in Portuguese to English translation. A thematic analysis approach guided by the constant comparison method was employed for analysis using NVivo V.12.6.0, a qualitative data analysis tool. Interview transcripts were systematically examined by two members (P.G. and A.R.) of the qualitative research team to generate a coding scheme which was reviewed and refined by the remaining research team members (S.E. and R.R.). The final 24 codes were used by the two researchers (P.G. and A.R.) to code and analyze the interview transcripts. Codes were then regrouped into overarching themes. Repetitive phrases that confirmed the same idea by the interviewer or interviewee were coded only once. Statements that expressed multiple concepts were assigned multiple codes accordingly. A physician informaticist (R.R.) acted as the third reviewer to perform the final adjudication process and address any discrepancies in the final codebook during the coding process.

### Results

#### Participants

In total, 11 physician oncologists with varied subspecialties and working as either full-time or part-time employees at the ICC participated in this study. The majority of participants were male ($N = 7, 64\%$) and between the age of 41 and 50 years ($N = 5, 46\%$). Physician participants were either surgical ($N = 7, 64\%$) or medical oncologists ($N = 4, 36\%$), and just under half had practiced at ICC for less than 5 years ($N = 5, 46\%$). The overall experience in health care varied widely across the study cohort of clinicians. Interviews lasted 17 minutes on average (range: 9.7–34.5 minutes).

#### Thematic Analysis

Interview transcripts were thematically analyzed and presented as three hierarchical levels—codes, subthemes, and overarching themes. Codes captured one (or more) insight about the data and represented the most granular level of interpretation (e.g., patient load, manual review, decision support, and trust; Fig. 1). The codes were first grouped into higher-level subthemes centered around a common concept or idea (i.e., current settings, workload and patient population, existing challenges in cancer treatment, perceived benefits/promoters, and perceived challenges/barriers using AI-based tools). Finally, the subthemes were grouped into the highest level themes conveying the overall meaning of the coded data (i.e., theme 1: general context and theme 2: perceptions around the potential use of an AI-based tool).

**Theme 1: General context**

The interviewees described several contextual factors such as underserved setting, workload, and existing challenges as described below.

(a) **Current setting, workload, and patient population**

According to the participants, ICC is one of the busiest training hospitals in Fortaleza, Brazil with a high patient volume and the greatest proportion of patients aged ≥50 years. Visiting patients had low income and education levels and were covered by Sistema Único de Saúde, the region's...
public insurance plan. Participants called out the high patient turnover, resulting in increased workload and varied patient experiences in the context of conversation around the integration of technology at ICC. However, they did not make any explicit remarks on “if” the existing setting would be affected by this new technology. Many participants reserved their opinion on how WfO would influence their workflow and patient care at ICC since they have not experienced the use of WfO in a real-world setting.

(b) Existing challenges in cancer treatment in an underserved setting
Participants’ treatment recommendations in practice were based on their individual clinical knowledge and supported by multiple external resources (i.e., guidelines and current scientific literature), as well as a laborious review process. Clinicians frequently looked to international guidelines for treatment-related clinical decision support, and among the most common guidelines noted were the American Cancer Society, the European Society for Medical Oncology, and the NCCN guidelines. In addition, a few participants mentioned the challenge of information load and sometimes having outdated literature. Participants also noted the need for geographic considerations, since recommendations and treatment options may not be applicable across regions, (e.g., substituting an expensive drug with limited availability with one that is lower cost and is readily available), given the availability of resources in their country and the clinic’s unique setting. One participant added that:

“Generally, these consensuses [guideline], the majority of them are European or American, those we use currently, despite of there being many countries, different concepts... Ok, there is the European, there is the American, there are some too from Asia, Japan... Depending on the type of cancer, a lot more is produced. In reality, what we do is a compilation of all these consensuses and see which one is more appropriate to our reality, which is very different from theirs. Also because we, theoretically for the Entrevista de Saúde, we are considered a third world
Theme 2: Perception around the potential use of an AI-based tool

(a) Perceived benefits
Participants felt that WfO would provide support so that their decisions were based on the most current scientific evidence. Some participants used the words “assurance” and “security” in reference to the additional confidence that WfO would offer in the decision-making process. It was noted that when a physician’s opinion differed from WfO, it may prompt the physician to research and confirm the suggestions through evidence, which ultimately resulted in an added layer of security in coming to a final conclusion. Quotations supporting the perceptions are reported in Table 1.

Table 1 shows perceived benefits resulting from the implementation of an AI-based tool.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant ID</th>
<th>Mapping to codes</th>
<th>Relevant quotes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># 03</td>
<td>Decision support</td>
<td>“But it is going to help also in the diagnose of treatment, but as an assistive technology.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># 12</td>
<td>Decision support</td>
<td>“I believe that anything that proposes to add to the decision-making and benefits the patient is always welcome.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># 03</td>
<td>Decision support</td>
<td>“I think it gives us greater security. And at the same time, Watson gives another, what is the word... another guidance. [We] have to research to see where we went wrong, you know? So, it is really going to help with that too. If it matches, I feel more secure.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># 02</td>
<td>Current, scientific, evidence based</td>
<td>I see it as a great ally in this, if you carry out a course of action that is mentioned in the latest guidelines, if you follow a course of action that, including Watson, that is in real-time, it is saying that in reality that is the best course of action.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># 13</td>
<td>Current, scientific, evidence based</td>
<td>“It’s an artificial intelligence tool that will help us to make choices regarding treatments, based on the little I know. It is based on entering of patients’ data, age, staging, and everything. It will give us treatment options that are references based on current scientific knowledge.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#1</td>
<td>Learnability</td>
<td>“Watson - for Oncology - still is not superior to current intelligence, but that is only a matter of time and data for it to really surpass existing protocols, because it can learn, right? That’s what I understood that he takes in all the... papers, all articles, and it does not only take in the words and phrases, but it actually interprets, right? I thought it was, it is brilliant.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#1</td>
<td>Recommendation stratification by evidence</td>
<td>“I believe that, from the moment you have a Watson in your life that goes, “look, evidence level one is this, evidence level two is that,” it makes our lives a lot easier, doesn’t it? Based on something that came out twenty minutes ago. So, I believe that to be really, critical.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2</td>
<td>Interoperability with EHRs</td>
<td>“Do not know if it would be possible and plausible - Watson [integrated] into the medical record. If that was possible, that would be perfect because you can enter the relevant information from the medical record, which you’d have to enter anyway, and this information would be then outsourced to Watson and then, done, you would not have to do two jobs.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant ID</td>
<td>Mapping to codes</td>
<td>Relevant quotes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#01</td>
<td>Lack the human factor/intelligence</td>
<td>“...we know that, in reality, the book sometimes says one thing, no, for this one you have to use chemotherapy, this one you will have to do surgery. But we have to see our [reality], we have to adapt also to our reality. Sometimes the patient also has other comorbidities and the risk of a surgery is too high, at times the patient does not want it...”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#01</td>
<td>Treatment delivery related barriers</td>
<td>“This issue of, sometimes doing a protocol that alien to our reality, because no, we are in a sub-developed country, we have limited resources, you see? Then, we can’t always, like, apply American literature here, unfortunately, because of social differences, really. This is another concern. That sometimes you touch that which would be in an ideal world, but that, unfortunately, due to lack of resources, you can’t manage.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#02</td>
<td>Treatment delivery related barriers</td>
<td>“…in the NCCNs, they already have these new therapies, already with indication, like “oh, for patients with neoplasia stage 4 this is the ideal. For us, no. This is not a reality. So we have to use, uh, somewhat older consensuses, still based on old concepts, because we do not have this new technology, because the [insurance] does not approve it.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#03</td>
<td>Treatment delivery related barriers</td>
<td>“I think... What weighs the most is the lack of availability, you know. Certain therapies. Not everything that is in the literature, for example, is available to a SUS [the name of a public insurance] patient. So we have to work with what we have. [For example] new drugs for prostate cancer, angiogenesis inhibitor for kidney cancer, there isn’t much availability.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#05</td>
<td>Treatment delivery related barriers</td>
<td>“…the majority of patients we see are from SUS, Sistema Único de Saúde [the name of a public insurance]. For those, I really doubt that it is going to add anything, because it is going to suggest a bunch of treatments, a bunch of things that our patients do not have access to, you know.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#01</td>
<td>Treatment delivery related barriers</td>
<td>“Considering that Watson, I imagine it is based on the most recent literature, on the most recent discoveries, on the most recent papers, on the most recent guidelines, it is going to suggest a bunch of treatments to us that our patients do not have access to, that our patients will not follow through.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#02</td>
<td>Treatment delivery related barriers</td>
<td>“There is no point in Watson saying, uh, let’s say, “We need to do a... esophagectomy,” which is a complex surgery, but me, uh, “no, the esophagectomy is necessary but the patient has a cardiopathy, I do not have a cardio-ICU in this hospital.” This is for me impractical, this patient will not be treated with an esophagectomy, at least not here.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#9</td>
<td>Physician autonomy</td>
<td>“I believe that what bothers doctors is when [we are told], “Look, this is here, you are going to follow this.” Their autonomy is taken away. As a doctor, as a person who graduated that long ago, I think that to be the obstacle.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#1</td>
<td>Legal liability</td>
<td>“But I believe that in about ten years or so, who knows, it will be the standard, to use Watson for everything. What I sometimes fear is that it be made a rule, shoved down our throats, you know, “Look, if you can’t get Watson, it is wrong,” you know? And I believe that we here have a strong social bias, you see? So, at times, I catch myself thinking in the legal issues. Let’s say that I did not use Watson and we get to a point [...] “But why didn’t you follow? See here, evidence A, B, C.” You get it?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5</td>
<td>Integration with workflow</td>
<td>“I’d have to see what it could add to my practice in the day-to-day, in what I do. What it could change. If you already work and follow scientifically recognized guidelines, theoretically believed to be accurate, that is done correctly, then your work follows what is based on the scientific literature. I would like to know, like, I don’t know what it would add to the practice in the day-to-day.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the patient, it does not know the patient’s objectives… [Participant # 08]

Several people feared that WfO would take the place of the primary decision-maker and ultimately take away the physician’s autonomy to make treatment recommendations. However, they also mentioned how humans have a deeper understanding of a patient’s circumstances than a machine could comprehend.

“I think about it [this concern] too [i.e.,] of having Watson above the physician, though the doctor is the one [directly] dealing with [the patient and], with that situation and may have [deeper] insights [such as] seeing that the patient can’t afford or the family does not want or they live too far away to do the therapy.” [Participant # 01]

When asked about how WfO might impact efficiency, participants expressed concerns regarding the additional work required to input data into WfO and their current electronic health record. One participant said:

“Whether you want it or not, it will require time for the consultation plus the time for implementation into Watson, to put [data] into the platform.” [Participant # 02]

Discussion

This study assessed perspectives of prospective user physicians of an AI-based tool for cancer care in an underserved clinical setting. This study identified both potential benefits and challenges/barriers of AI-based CDSS in underserved settings. With respect to benefits, physicians indicated that having easy access to the latest clinical recommendations could result in more enhanced, standardized cancer care, delivered with greater confidence and efficiency. This functionality is a potential benefit in all settings, but it is particularly important in high volume, underresourced settings where physicians have little time to keep pace with scientific advances. They also expected more efficiency in task performance facilitated by an automated solution, given that the tool has interoperability capabilities with the existing EHR, avoiding duplication of work. Several studies have reported similar benefits of WfO and comparable AI-based technologies in underserved settings mostly after the tool implementation, and have highlighted the existing gaps in implementation and acceptance of AI in health care relevant to various cultural and economic backgrounds. Users in Mexico reported that clinics who lack expertise in a particular subspecialty would benefit, as would medical students and residents. In China, one study demonstrated that an AI-based tool promoted the standardization and personalization of treatment, and another suggested that a majority of Chinese users approved the quality (86.3%) and comprehensibility (88.2%) of treatment options and rationale offered by AI-based tools.

Despite the clear benefits, physicians raised several challenges/barriers such as concerns pertaining to autonomy in making decisions if there was discordance, the possibility of lack of human empathy resulting from too much reliance on technology, the learning curve that new users might have to face, and workflow disruptions arising from suboptimal integration with the everyday routines. Novel concerns pertinent to underserved settings included availability of innovative treatments in resource-poor settings, including advanced tools and skill sets; the costs associated with such treatments; reservations around treatment acceptance from patients, particularly because of their varied level of education and technology acceptance; and development of trust among physicians ensuing from the uncertainties between what is known and unknown.

Additional factors impeding physician’s enthusiasm were physicians shared fears about losing autonomy and their conviction that a machine should only be used as an aid to human clinicians to facilitate the decision-making process. Participants relayed that the field of oncology relies on a physician’s ability to connect with the patient, and a machine would not be able to form the human connection found in the physician–patient relationship. Finally, clinicians shared concerns around a steep learning curve, increased need of time and effort, and disruption of routine workflow.

Transferability of health refers to the generalizability of an intervention to a wider population, to another setting, or another time and/or in a different context. This is specifically applicable when we are talking about implementation of advanced technologies in resource limited settings. Our future work entails studies focusing on evaluating implementation strategies promoting health equity and understanding the perspectives of various stakeholders in the integration of a social agenda and evidence-based practices into cancer care in diverse contexts.

One of the biggest concerns to emerge in our study was around the availability of resources in low-middle income countries like Brazil such as limited access to high-cost therapies, differences between the United States and other countries’ cancer treatment guidelines, obtaining national regulatory approvals and contending with national pharmaceuticals. Several examples of localization-related challenges have been reported in studies conducted in countries such as Mexico and China, and our recently published review includes additional examples. Prior studies have also demonstrated how implementation and the use of AI-based tools in resource-poor countries require a strong understanding of local social contexts, infrastructure requirements, and availability of other resources. In particular, there is an important need to assess the role of local social and cultural context in training an AI tool that has been developed in a Western setting. For example, in a country like India with multiple ethnic groups, AI tools need to take into account characteristics of patient ethnicity in the design and development of the tools.

Trust in recommendations made by AI is another important factor that may influence adoption. This factor appeared important at ICC where physicians expressed reservations
about building trust in technology, especially if used for cancer care. Concerns around patient acceptance also persisted regarding specific treatments, varied education levels, and technology acceptance. In the current era, where the interactions between humans and technologies are increasing, trust is an essential psychological mechanism needed to deal with the uncertainties between what is known and unknown. The accuracy and reliability of AI in healthcare have increased considerably, but issues of trust persist when there is a lack of understanding about system operation, commonly referred to as the “black box.” There are ongoing efforts to enhance the interpretability and explainability of the outputs generated from AI models such as the use of user-centered design and efforts to present the output of predictive models to clinicians through visualizations and dashboards. These explanatory capabilities would enhance the ability of the clinician to transfer this knowledge to their patients, especially when it comes to cancer care.

While a postimplementation study was not in the scope of our current research, future research could evaluate whether physicians reported similar facilitators and barriers to this AI tool and whether new concerns emerged as a result of the use of the tool in this specific setting.

Furthermore, continued research should explore how patient characteristics, clinician workload, availability of resources and treatment, and other challenges common in underresourced settings will impact the use and benefits of advanced technologies in these settings. Evidence has shown that shared and informed decision-making process helps in rendering better care and furthering ethical goals. With shared decision-making, patients are put at the center of health care. This is true whether technology is involved or not in the decision-making process. Previous studies have shown that clinical practice guidelines can help solve unwarranted variance in care by improving the decision-making of physicians and patients. Whether there is a role of technology in standardizing treatment options and improving decision-making is an area that needs further exploration. In countries like Brazil, having a high prevalence of poor population with limited education, resource, and awareness to rights raises concerns about patient autonomy. The impact of the integration of advanced technologies in such a scenario needs further investigation.

This study has several limitations. We did not include radiation oncologists in our study and did not capture their expectations of the AI tool which may differ from other oncologists. We also focused on physicians rather than other potential clinical users (e.g., nurses, trainees, and other allied health professionals). The study was conducted in one setting, and its findings may not be generalizable to other settings.

Conclusion

This study provides us with an initial understanding of how physicians anticipate an AI-based tool could influence cancer care. Physicians mentioned potential benefits along with several barriers ensuing from the integration of advanced technologies in cancer care delivery in an underserved setting. The learnings from this study provide an opportunity to AI developers to help enhance the utility of such tools by addressing the users’ concerns practicing in unique settings across the world.

Clinical Relevance Statement

This study provides stakeholders with a novel opportunity to anticipate the expectations of future users prior to AI CDSS implementation in unique settings. The study suggests that the use of AI-based CDSS technologies could help physicians in underresourced settings keep pace with the most current, evidence-based recommendations and practices. Additionally, CDSSs in busy settings could also help alleviate some existing challenges, such as heavy workload, information overflow, and manual reviews. However, the use of AI in health care, in particularly cancer care, poses many challenges especially in underserved countries, such as loss of autonomy, paucity of resources, and lack of trust. Additional research is needed to understand the association between value-added and anticipated challenges by innovative AI CDSS technology.
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